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For some years the Department of Counselor Education at San Diego

State University has been making extensive efforts to recruit minority

students and faculty, to ;romote greater awareness of the values of

cultural pluralism, and to d-velop a curriculum which would be more

responsive to the needs of people of color. The culmination of thece

efforts has been the development of a multi-cultural community-based

blok program fo: z. limited number of full-time graduate stud:mts. This

program, currently (197S-76) in its third year, is not designed to

replace the existing program but to provide an alternative to it, an

alternative hopefully particularly appropriate for those whose special

interest is to vork with inner city populations and in multi-cultural

settings. The purpose of this article is to present a brief description

of the operation of and rationale for this alternative approach in

covnselor education.

The community-based block program. The community-based block

program is a special program within the Department of Coiselor Educa-

tion which focusses on counneling out-of-school youth, is.re7ular school

attenders, and unemploied and underemployed young adults. Participation

in the program does not, of course, commit any student to seek employ-

ment serving these populations but most of the training is conducted

within a social/cultural context with heavy emphasis on mincrity concerns

and inner-city field placements. e program is designed both fer

students who intend to seek employment in a public school setting and

for those who do not.

The community-based block program is meant to be community-based

in two senses of the word "community." The pregram is itself designed

to be a "community"--an intact group of twenty-four students and three
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core faculty members connitted to learning and experiencing together.

. The word "community" is also used to refer to the locale of the program

and to its involvement with its special target populations--inner-city

residents, people of color, unemployed and underemployed youth, poor

people in general, and the schools and other agencies which serve them.

Objectives. The objectives of the program are basically the same

as those for other counselor education prpgrams. The difference is a

difference in emphasis rather than in kind. Traditionally the skills

of the counselor for the most part have been skills developed by whites

for use with whites, skills ordinarily most frequently and successfully

used by personswho tend to be young, attractive, verbal, irccelligent,

and successful. It is the special emphasis of this program to reexamine'

these skills and to mcdify or discard them as necessary to make them

appropriate and effective for counseling with other po-fulations. The

initial objective is to develop the same counselor skills that other

counse:or education programs.seek to develop; the difference is that

whereas other dep3rtmenta1 programs then go on to attempt to hone these

skills to a high degree of mastery, this program seeks to adapt them

to fit the needs ef a different population.

Since a substantial number of students in the program plan to seek

employment in a public school setting, the program is aesigned to include

the specific objectives determined in advance by departmental policy as

required for credentialling purposes. Other course objectives arc less

specific, less clearly delineated in advance, and emerge as the semester

goes on and become specific in response to individual student needs and

to concerns confronting students in community-based field placements.
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Student Sclection. Student selection is a critical issue in the

community-base,! block program. This program utilizes a "block" format

which means that studelts admitted to the program form a self-kontained

unit which becomes in effect a total learning e.ommunity. All students

admitted to the "block" enroll in all of the courses offered in the

bloeh, and no others, for two semesters. Students spend a very large

part of their time together in both formal and informal activities.

To insure t'.at the group itself is at least somewhat representative of

the special ta.get population it is designed to serve, the selection

process is deliberately skewed to insure that at least two-thirds of

those admitted are people of color. Twenty'-four students arc admitted

annually. Typically, the group will be approximately 1/3 Anglo, 1/3

anL: Ch...cano. To the extent possible, the program admits

Approximately an equ 1 number ef women and men.

Justification for this unusual selection process lies in the

nature of the program itself. As the core of its instructional program,

the community-based block program strives to achieve the creation of

a learnine, community ia which students and faculty join in common

zntorprise, learning from each other and learning together with

emphasis on the personal and the affective as well as on the profes-

sional and the cognitive. In a sense, the program becomes a microcosm

of thc cultural pluralism of the larger society in which students and

faculty deal with their own racism and sexism, sometimes in mixed and

sometimes in homogeneous groupings. Thus, the student composition of

th', program is central to the instructional methodology and therefore the

student selection proc,zss is of necessity designed to give primary consideration
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to selection of students who each bring some unique contribution to the

learning community.

Faculty Backpround. Like student selection, faculty selection is. ,

a critical aspect of the community-based block program. In the first

place, faculty, like students, must have a special interest in and

commitment to the community-based emphasis which permeates the program

and be temperamentally willing and ready to give students personal

access to themselves in the deeply intimate, intense, and time-and-

energy consuming interpersonal encounters in which all, students and

faculty alike, must participate. A second critical consideration is

that the faculty as a group, again like the students, be representative

of the cultural pluralism of the larger society. for 1975-76, the

core faculty were Dr. Ray Howard (Black), Dr. David Malcolm (Anglu),

and Dr. Guy Trujillo (Chicano).

Faculty assignment (as differentiated from "selection") to the

community-based block program also involves special important consider-

ation unique to this program. The intensity of involvement that is

central to the success of the program requires that core faculty

members be assigned not less than 5(ro to 75,'6 time. Faculty members

assigned lesser amounts of time simply ire not sufficiently available

to students and do not have enough flexibility of schedule to participate

fully. As so often is the case, the gain here is a matter of trade-offs;

the gain that comes to the program from deeper and more intense and

intimate faculty involvement is accompanied by loss in terms of exposure

of students to only a relatively small number of the members of the

de'iartment. The program attempts to compensate for this to some extent
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by scheduling other facility members for individual presentations in

their areas of special expertise and by extending invitations to them

to visit or participate in block activities.

AF. of this time (1975-76), two glaring deficiencies in faculty

staffing still exist. The first and most obvious deficiency lies in

the fact that all of the core faculty members arc males. In a program

which gives the emphas:s this program does to the twin concerns of

racism and sexism, lack of female faculty input becomes an especially

serious deficiency. A second deficiency is that the program is under-

staffed. Practicum si:e is too large--currently three practicum

sections arc scheduled with eight students'each whereas four sections

of six students shou'd be maximum. The limited number of facu"y hours

available for on-site su;,ervision of coamunity field placements make

it difficult to previde tli .? degree of integration of course content

with field-generated needs that is inended in the program design.

Sfecial Features. An important aspect of the community-based block

program is its flexibility. Since all of the courses offered in the

block are limited to and required of all block students, at any time in

response to pressing needs, it is possible to increase the weekly time

allotted to any particular course or even temporarily to interrupt all

courses and devote full attcntion to some special topic or special

concern. In addition, not all courses arc conducted like regular,

formal, on-campus courses. Much of what ordinarily might be presented

In regular campus classes is covered by workshons, seminars, demonstra-

tions, or mini-courses which, to as great extent ,-.s possible, deal

with content generated by problems confronted ty students in their

field placements. This flexibility permits the program to accomodate
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instruction to both pre-determinel and emergent objeetiles. In addition

it provides a setting in which, hopefully, students can themselves become

responsible for large blocks of their tine and substantial amounts of

their own learning rather than being primarily dependent upon and

account%ble to faculty.

The community-based block progreen is designed to be more than merely

a sum of its courses. Of at least equal importance are certain less

tangible experiential outcomes which it is noped will result from the

integration of all courses and student activities in the block format into

a total unified student program. The nature of these experiential out-

eomes or objectives is indicated in the list which follows:

1) The program attempts to give each student the experience
of participating in the buildine o: a "learning community" wherein
every member contributes according to his or iwr. level of experience
and wherein every member's contribution is vcIued.

2) The program ettempts to give each student the experience
of learning which is triggered by the interaction between block
members and their field placenente, leaning which is triggered
bv real life needs rather than based on a prior set of assignments.

3) The pregram attempts to give each student the experience
of participating in a learning community in which learnings are

uralistic, even idiosyncratic, with learning coming not from
every learner doing the same thing at the same time but from
opportunity for exposure to a rich diversity of associates.

4) The proe;ram attempts to give each student the experience
of making use of a wide diversity of learning modes--reading,
observing, participating in field experiences, simulation, demon-
strations, writing, taping and critiquing, direct experiencing,
viewing video tapes; each student, ho:7efully, becomes able to
select from this vast array those best suited to his purposes
and most congenial to his learning style.

5) The program attempts to give each student the experience
of a process of student evaluation which consists v,rimarily on on,
going, supportive feedback which identifies successes at incremental
evels rether than relying totally or almost totally on the occa-

sional imposition of conventional "marks" or "grades."
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Community Involvement. As its name clearly implies, community

involvement is the very essence of the communit)-based block program.

Students spend tv.elve to sixteen hours per week (three to four half

days) each semester in internship placements located for the most

part in settings e,eoteast San Diego in ch they work primarily

with irregular e,j'e:l attenders, out-of-school youth, and unemployed

or under-employed youAg adults. Students spend an additional six to

eight hours weekly in practicum unuer close supervision and direct

critiquing of their counseling with clients who are d-eawn, to the

extent fea.iible, from these same community internship placements.

Ordinarily, internship plaeements are'either in public schools and

scheel-5.pensored projects or in non-school community agencies which serve

the geographical arei and target population. In the near future, part

of this community-ba.:ed experience for students may be centered in the

faciF.ties of a Personnel Development Center currently under development

which will be located in a bungalow on the campus of Memorial Junior High

School in southeast San Diego. Once the facilities of this Personnel

Development Center become available, the community-based block program

hopes to develop and operate an ontreach/ccunseling/follow-up service

center of its mui for southeast arca residents.

Summary. To date, little systematic evaluation of the program has

been undertal.en. Information available so far is largely limited to

reactions and opinions of students and graduates. What data there arc

seem to lend strong encouragement for continued support for the program.

Graduates comment freely and favwably on the personal and professional
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growth they experienced and report thel:Iselves cJmpetent and confident

o5 counselors en the job. The clvira(Aeristics of the program most

coasistcntly singled out for praise are: (1) the emphasis on cultural

pluralism, (2) the curricular flexitAlity, (3) the emphasis on the

practical an4 the eyperiential, and (4) the opportunities for students

to assume responsibility for their own learnings. As the program

continues in future years it will continue to be modified in an effort

to capitalire ev-n more fully cn these particular strengths.
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